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Now students can bring home the classroom expertise of
McGraw-Hill to help them sharpen their math skills! McGrawHill's Math Grade 4 helps your elementary-school student
learn and practice basic math skills he or she will need in the
classroom and on standardized NCLB tests. Its attractive fourcolor page design creates a student-friendly learning
experience, and all pages are filled to the brim with activities
for maximum educational value. All content aligned to state
and national standards "You Know It!" features reinforce
mastery of learned skills before introducing new material
"Reality Check" features link skills to real-world applications
"Find Out About It" features lead students to explore other
media "World of Words" features promote language
acquisition Discover more inside: A week-by-week summer
study plan to be used as a "summer bridge" learning and
reinforcement program Each lesson ends with selfassessment that includes items reviewing concepts taught in
previous lessons Intervention features address special-needs
students
McGraw-Hill My Math develops conceptual understanding,
computational proficiency, and mathematical literacy.
Students will learn, practice, and apply mathematics toward
becoming college and career ready.
This engaging, full-color, activity-packed guide is ideal tool for
sharpening math skills! McGraw-Hill Education's Math Grade
2 helps your elementary school student develop the basic
math skills needed to succeed in the classroom and on
standardized tests. The eye-catching, 4-color page design
creates a student-friendly learning experience, and all pages
are filled to the brim with activities for maximum educational
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value. The book includes easy-to-follow instructions, helpful
examples, and tons of practice problems with answers to help
students master each concept, sharpen their problem-solving
skills, and build confidence. This book features: • New twopage guide offers parents a clear outline of Common Core
State Standards for math in this grade, as well as Canadian
requirements and standards adopted by non-Common Core
states • Promotes better scores on achievement tests • Eyecatching, full-color design appeals to young students •
Provides more than 1,000 math problems with answers •
Pretests and end-of-chapter tests help students assess their
strengths and weaknesses • Helpful glossary with
explanations for key terms used in the book
Grade 1 consumable Student Edition, Vol. 2

"McGraw-Hill My Math ... a research-proven approach to
learning that identifies the desired outcome first and
tailors learning to meet the objective. This framework is
the perfect foundation for rigorous standards, resulting in
a McGraw-Hill My Math program that provides the
conceptual understanding, key areas of focus, and
connection to prior concepts and skills." -- Overview
brochure.
Foundation Courses for JEE Mathematics (Class 9) is
meant to enable students to build a sound conceptual
foundation in Mathematics and ensure a smooth
transition from Class 10 to Class 11. Many students find
it very difficult to cope up with studies from Class 11
onwards as there is a huge transition, in terms of
academic rigour, when a student moves from Class 10 to
Class 11. This book will help students by giving them a
solid conceptual foundation for the material they have
been exposed to in Classes 9 and 10.
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All the Math Your 7th Grader Needs to Succeed This
book will help your elementary school student develop
the math skills needed to succeed in the classroom and
on standardized tests. The user-friendly, full-color pages
are filled to the brim with engaging activities for
maximum educational value. The book includes easy-tofollow instructions, helpful examples, and tons of practice
problems to help students master each concept, sharpen
their problem-solving skills, and build confidence.
Features include: • A guide that outlines national
standards for Grade 7 • Concise lessons combined with
lot of practice that promote better scores—in class and on
achievement tests • A pretest to help identify areas
where students need more work • End-of-chapter tests
to measure students’ progress • A helpful glossary of
key terms used in the book • More than 1,000 math
problems with answers Topics covered: • Mathematical
operations and number properties • Negative numbers
and absolute value • Solving problems with rational
numbers • Ratios and proportions • Percent and percent
change • Graphing relationships and unit rates • Roots
and exponents • Scientific notation • Solving equations
and inequalities • Customary and metric units of
measure, including conversions • Data presentation •
Statistics and probability • Constructing and analyzing
geometric figures • Solving problems involving angle
measure, area, surface area, and volume
This deck contains 4 cards for each number 0-10 and 1
card for numbers 11-20.

Supports daily classroom instruction and gives
students a long-term record of their mathematical
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progress and development. Two volumes; Grade
1-6; consumable
All the Math Your 8th Grader Needs to Succeed This
book will help your elementary school student
develop the math skills needed to succeed in the
classroom and on standardized tests. The userfriendly, full-color pages are filled to the brim with
engaging activities for maximum educational value.
The book includes easy-to-follow instructions, helpful
examples, and tons of practice problems to help
students master each concept, sharpen their
problem-solving skills, and build confidence.
Features include: • A guide that outlines national
standards for Grade 8 • Concise lessons combined
with lot of practice that promote better scores—in
class and on achievement tests • A pretest to help
identify areas where students need more work • Endof-chapter tests to measure students’ progress • A
helpful glossary of key terms used in the book •
More than 1,000 math problems with answers Topics
covered: • Solving problems with rational numbers •
Approximating irrational numbers • Ratios,
proportions, and percents • Roots and exponents •
Performing operations with scientific notation •
Analyzing and solving linear equations and pairs of
linear equations •Graphing proportional relationships
and functions •Customary and metric units of
measure, including conversions •Geometric
transformations •Using the Pythagorean Theorem
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•Solving problems involving volume of cones,
sphere •Analyzing patterns in bivariate data,
including probability
??????????????,?????????,?????????????????????
????,???????????????,?????????????????????????
?????????----?????,??????????,??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????,????????
????????????????????????????????????.
This engaging, full-color, activity-packed guide is
ideal tool for sharpening math skills! McGraw-Hill
Education's Math Grade 1 helps your elementary
school student develop the basic math skills needed
to succeed in the classroom and on standardized
tests. The eye-catching, 4-color page design creates
a student-friendly learning experience, and all pages
are filled to the brim with activities for maximum
educational value. The book includes easy-to-follow
instructions, helpful examples, and tons of practice
problems with answers to help students master each
concept, sharpen their problem-solving skills, and
build confidence. This book features: • New twopage guide offers parents a clear outline of Common
Core State Standards for math in this grade, as well
as Canadian requirements and standards adopted
by non-Common Core states • Promotes better
scores on achievement tests • Eye-catching, fullcolor design appeals to young students • Provides
more than 1,000 math problems with answers •
Pretests and end-of-chapter tests help students
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assess their strengths and weaknesses • Helpful
glossary with explanations for key terms used in the
book
Mathematics 11McGraw-Hill RyersonFunctions
11Exercise and HomeworkbookMcGraw-Hill
Education Math Grade 5, Second EditionMcGrawHill Education
All the Math Your 5th Grader Needs to Succeed This
book will help your elementary school student
develop the math skills needed to succeed in the
classroom and on standardized tests. The userfriendly, full-color pages are filled to the brim with
engaging activities for maximum educational value.
The book includes easy-to-follow instructions, helpful
examples, and tons of practice problems to help
students master each concept, sharpen their
problem-solving skills, and build confidence.
Features include: • A guide that outlines national
standards for Grade 5 • Concise lessons combined
with lot of practice that promote better scores—in
class and on achievement tests • A pretest to help
identify areas where students need more work • Endof-chapter tests to measure students’ progress • A
helpful glossary of key terms used in the book •
More than 1,000 math problems with answers Topics
covered: • Operations with multi-digit numbers and
decimals • Place values • Order of operations •
Properties of addition and multiplication • Operations
with fractions and mixed numbers • Customary and
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metric units of measure, including temperature •
Solving problems by graphing points on the
coordinate plane • Classifying polygons based on
their properties • Calculating area and volume •
Solving problems using data line plots • Analyzing
patterns and relationships • Word problems
***IF YOU WANT TO UPDATE THE INFORMATION
ON YOUR TITLE SHEET, THEN YOU MUST
UPDATE COPY IN THE "PRODUCT
INFORMATION COPY" FIELD. COPY IN THE
"TIPSHEET COPY" FIELD DOES NOT APPEAR ON
TITLE SHEETS.*** From McGraw-Hill: the teachers'
and parents' most trusted source for first-rate
educational materials! Student-friendly math activity
books for home study, with little or no parental
guidance needed. About the Book Each book in this
series helps primary-school students learn and
practice basic math skills they'll need in the
classroom and on standardized NCLB tests. Printed
in 4-color throughout; with numerous special highinterest features. Key Selling Features Attractive
4-color page design creates a student-friendly
learning experience. All pages are filled to the brim
with activities for maximum educational value. Highinterest features and real-world applications enliven
the learning experience and hold student interest
Week-by-week summer study plans support use as
a "summer bridge" learning and reinforcement
program. All content aligned to state and national
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standards Instructional content is scaffolded;
students are shown examples, then prompted
through the process of solving problems
independently. Complete review of Grade 1 math
aligned to the new "common core" state standards
Week-by-week study plans support use as "summer
bridge" program for children entering Grade 1 Drill
and practice to reinforce learning Market / Audience
The market for these books consists of parents who
are anxious because their children have to take
NCLB tests or because their children are falling
behind in school. Other parents will buy the books
simply because their children need or want
additional practice to reinforce school-taught skills.
Sales for this type of workbook always peak in late
spring when parents look for "summer bridge" study
aids. A week-by-week summer study plan included
in the book supports this use.
How Chinese Teach Mathematics and Improve
Teaching builds upon existing studies to examine
mathematics classroom instruction in China. It
combines contributions from Chinese scholars with
commentary from key Western scholars to offer a
truly systematic examination of some important and
distinctive features of mathematics classroom
instruction. Viewing classroom instruction as part of
teachers' instructional practices, this book goes
beyond teachers' in-classroom instructional practice
by also examining Chinese teachers' approaches
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and practices in developing and improving teaching.
Through this unique approach, How Chinese Teach
Mathematics and Improve Teaching expands and
unpacks the otherwise fragmented knowledge about
Chinese practices in developing and carrying out
mathematics classroom instruction.
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